Introduction
Since the first foil bearing paper was published 1953 by Blok and Yan Rossum [ I ] , considerable progress has been made in the design and application of these bearings. They have long been a standard bearing choice for air cycle machines used for aircraft cabin pressurization [ 2 ] and are being used by at least one com mercial manufacturer of small microturbines [ 3 ] . Other applica tions proposed or developed range from turbo-expanders and cryocoolers, to turbochargers [ 4 ] . An industrial plant air compres sor operating above a bending critical speed has also been dem onstrated and was reported to be in beta testing [ 5 ] . With advance ments in load capacity, temperature capability. and damping, some are seriously advocating the use of these bearings in aircraft gas turbines [ 6 ] . Thus, it is clear that foil bearings are a viable tech nology and can be successfully applied, at least for smaller ma chinery.
Analytical methods to predict foil bearing performance param eters have also been under development. Early work includes ef forts by Oh and Rohde for multi-leaf designs ( 7] and efforts by Walowit et al. for the bump foil bearing [ 8 ] . More recent work includes a number of papers by Ku and Heshmat (9) (10) (11) (12) , Heshmat et al., ( 13 ] , Peng and Carpino (14) (15) (16) , Carpino and Talmage ( 17 ] , lordanoff et al. [18] [19] [20] , Peng and Khansari ( 21, 22 ] , San Andres ( 23 ] , and Kim and San Andres ( 24 ] . From this body of work. and related experimental works, it seems that predictions of basic op erating parameters ( load capacity, power loss, stiffness ) can be made with reasonable accuracy. Damping predictions have gener ally been more problematic. The analytical works vary somewhat in their approach to the problem. One approach is the assumption of a stiffness in parallel with an equivalent viscous damper calcu lated from the standard Coulomb friction equation. Complex/ hysteretic damping as well as more complex energy-based ap proaches considering actual bump loading and motion are also suggested. Some of these seem complex to integrate with the dy namic model for the gas film.
In addition to the analytical developments, there have been sev eral attempts to experimentally measure bump characteristics. These include static loading response, dynamic stiffness, and equivalent damping for a flat bump strip [ 11.25 ] , as well as for partial or full bearing assemblies (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) . These studies generally support the idea that foil damping must be Coulomb-like, in that the damping estimates decay with frequency, and change with amplitude and load in roughly as would be expected from the standard equivalent damping equation for Coulomb friction. How ever, there are some discrepancies which suggest the Coulomb model does not capture all of the important features of the bump foil physics.
In evaluating the various models of bump foil behavior. it seems that desirable features for a model include 1. prediction of finite response amplitudes when excited at resonance, 2. prediction of the bounded subsynchronous limit cycle fre quently observed when operating a foil bearing supported rotor above a rotor-bearing system natural frequencies, and providing a means of estimating the limit cycle amplitudes 3. providing a means of model parameter estimation from readily measurable characteristics, and 4. predicting behavior that is in reasonable agreement with the experimental data.
Coulomb Friction in Parallel With Spring
The simplest candidate model combines a simple Coulomb fric tion with equal static and dynamic coefficients of friction, as in Eq. ( 1 ) , with a parallel spring as shown in Fig. l . This model has been proposed as part of several foil bearing dynamic models.
To evaluate this model under static loading, the static load deflec tion may be compared to the load deflection presented as "Left Pivot" in Fig. 6 ( a ) of one of the Ku and Heshmat works ( 25 ] . This comparison is shown in Fig. 2 . For the purposes of comparison, an offset has been added to the model to improve the agreement of higher loads during the initial loading portion of the cycle. The inclusion of an offset seems like a reasonable approximation to address the loss of contact at low load for several of the bumps on the six bump strip. as noted by the authors in the discussion of the experimental data. As shown in the figure, it is clear, though, that a simple Coulomb model does not agree very well with experi mental data. The first difference is that the Coulomb model has the same slope (stiffness) for loading and unloading, whereas the experi mental data show a higher slope (stiffness) for loading than un loading. The second difference is the initial unloading behavior. The simple Coulomb model exhibits a constant displacement dur- ing initial unloading, whereas the experimental data show a decreasing displacement. The other difference is the behavior at low loads . The Coulomb model has a large force offset between loading and unloading at no load. The experimental data show a return to roughly the same zero location once load is removed.
To calcu late equivalent dynamic characteristics , the friction element is frequently decoup led from the stiffness element and reduced to an equiva lent visco us damping. Considering the energy dissipation, the equivalent damping for a Coulomb friction element is given by [33] :
where F d is the constant friction force, w is the excitation frequenc y, and X is the response amplitude . It can be shown that as soon as the applied force is large enough to overcome the friction and start to move. the amplitude at resonance is unbounded [33] . Hence , the assumption of a standard simple Coulomb friction model violates the observed foil bearing behavior of an adequately damped response going through the lower rigid rotor modes and the usual claim of significant ly higher damping than a rigid pad bearing under similar conditions .
Full Bump Mode l
A much more complex model is suggested by Walowit [8] , with later exte nsions by Ku and Heshmat [9,26 ,12] . In these works, a fuller accounting is made of the physic s, which include interactions betwee n applied load, friction forces, multiple bumps on a single bump strip, as well as the stiffness of an individual bump. This model obtains much better agreement with the static load data . Unfortunate ly, the approach developed is more difficult to apply than simple Coulomb friction. The only approach suggested for estimating equivalent damping is via simulation and dissipated energy. Due to the relatively large number of parameter s, it is also more difficult to use this mode l to obtain a basic understanding of the fundamenta l characteristics of bump damping.
Simplified Bump Model
In an attempt to develop a simpler model which could offer greater insight into the fundamental issues of bump foil damping, vario us approaches to simplification of the multi-bump, multifriction interface were considered. The most successful approach was to focus on a single bump , with friction limited to a single interface. As will be seen, these two simp lifications do not seem to adver sely impact the general behavior of the model. This approach provides a very good approximation to experimentally noted behavior, yet remains fairly simple. The remainder of this paper focuses on the development of this model and the exploration of its characteristics .
From the per spective of a single bump , it is possible to progress to a fairly simple model when a single friction interface is assumed. Thi s progress ion is illustrated in Fig . 3 . It begins by replacing the distributed stiffness of a bump with two springs and a pair of rigid links. This system can be reorganized and simplified as shown in the final two-springs plus load-dependent friction element system. The load-dependent friction element is assumed to generate a force proportional to the applied load mu ltiplied by a friction coefficient. In the mode l, it is represented as a coupling coefficient ( y) multiplied by a friction coefficient(µ) . This system is similar to a two spring system with Cou lomb friction , but with the important difference that the friction force is a function of the total applied load .
The use of a load-dependent friction force is similar to that reported for a beam with friction on a double-sided ramp reported by Whiteman and Ferri [34] . They found that adding a displacement/load dependence was beneficial with regards to controlling vibration amp litudes. Menq et al. [35] discuss using a load-dependent friction force in a simple system. Using a two term harmonic bal ance, this work report s results that indicate the coupling coefficient plays an important role in the overall response .
In developing the system equations for the simple bump model , it wi ll be assumed that the load -dependent friction element responds with a sliding force proportional to the ap plied load (linearly load -dependent Coulomb friction). For simplicity . it will also be assumed that the static coefficient of friction is equal to the sliding coefficient of friction. However , the model can be readily extended to a more complex model, such as that advocated by Lampaert et al. [36-3 8] , which can include considerations of presliding hysteresis , a Stribeck curve for high velocities, friction lag, etc.
Adding a mass to the free end of the spring , assigning parameters. and labelin g the degrees of freedom as shown in Fig. 4 , a nonlinear set of sys tem equations can be obtained for positive displacements (negative displacements are assumed to result in lift-off, and therefore no force ge neration) as shown in Eq. (3):
. . K2+K1(l -yµ)
One nice feature of these equations is that the simple bump model response doe s not depend on velocity or acceleration. Thu s, the response of the friction element to displacemen t forcing at x I;K2+K1(1 + yµ) (4) x 2 ;_, otherwise
Static Response
As a first test of the simple bump model, a comparison will be made to the load deflection presented previously. After adjusting the parameters to provide roughly the correct peak load/ displacement point and unloading transition point, the comparison is as shown in Fig . 5 . As with the Coulomb response , a displacement offset has aga in been added to the model response . This figure shows surpris ingly good agreement between the simple three parameter model and the six bump strip loaded via a pivoted plate , especially at higher loads once all bump s are active.
One interesting feature of the model is that it predicts that the slope of the load ing curve (and hence stiffness) is greater than the unloadin g curve. It also predicts a tran sition region during the initial unloading which has a much greater slope (and hence stiffness) than durin g loading or unloading . These two characteristics match the experimental data trends. The constant stiffnesses during loading and unloading are also interesting. They are due to the linear load dependence of the friction force. The difference between loading and unlo ading stiffne ss is due to the interaction 544 I Vol. 128, JULY 2006 between spring K 2 and the load -dependent friction element , which is also responsible for the high stiffness during the transition between loadin g and unloading.
Dynamic Response-Approach
With the model static respo nse anchored to experimental results for a flat bump strip, the dynamic response will be considered . To evaluate the respon se, the nonlinear dynamic model can be integrated using Runge-Kuna , etc. However, this process takes a considerable length of time, particularly to perform a frequency sweep for several different cases , nor is this approach well suited to inclusion in an overall foil bearing analysis code , which really needs equivalent linear characteristics to include in the prediction of rotor dynamic coefficients.
One solution to this problem is to make use of the multiple harmonic bal ance (MHB) approach [39.40] . Briefly, thi s appro ach can be summarize d as follows. Starting with the equations of motion for the mass-nonlinear element sys tem written in the form of Eq. (5), the excitation and response are assumed to be periodic [25) and are represented by a set of truncated Fourier series with matching fundamental frequencies as shown in Eqs. (6) and (7):
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k~I where g(x(t)) is the nonlinear force from the simple bump model , and the other variab les are as defined previously. The nonlinear function g(x(t)) is calcu lated as the load generated in spring K 1 • For the purposes of this work, a single frequency excitation plus static load was assumed . The response includes a static offset, the fundamental and multiple harmonics. Using the frequency domain coefficients, an equation for the error between the applied force and the force correspo nding to the assumed displacement can be written as in Eq. (8), are the vectors of frequency domain components of the nonlinear bump force and the applied force, respectively , and Z is a diagonal matrix of inertia forces given by Eq. (9).
[O] For the first point of a set of solutions, the initial guess was the static displacement , with very small sin and cos components at the fundamental frequency, and zero for higher harmon ics. For subsequent points, the previous point 's solution was used as the initial guess. Some convergence difficulties were encountered when passing through resonance. It was found that using a new initial guess based on switching the synchronous cosine and sine components when problem s were encountered near resonance generally resulted in convergence.
As noted in [39] , once a set of displaceme nt harmonic s is specified, the calcu lations can be done more efficiently by using a fast fourier transform (FFT) and inver se fast fourier transform (IFFT). For this work, an IFFT is used to generate a 256 point (for one fundamental perio d) displacement time waveform. Two cycles of this waveform are then used as input to the difference equation for the nonlin ear bump motion , to rapid ly generate a time waveform for the bump force. A forward FFT is then perfo rmed on the second cycle of the resulting force waveform to calculate the set of frequency domain force coefficie nts for the nonlinear bump element. The use of only one cycle as a ;<se ttlin g"' cycle was found to be sufficient in the cases examined . The second and subsequent cycles matched within a reasonable tolerance.
Comparison of MHB to Time Integration
As a first step, the freq uency response of the simp le bump model to a slow sine sweep will be presented . Using the set of bump parameters estimated from [25] , and a mass of 15 kg, the respon se to a 10 N excitation wi th a 100 N static load is presented in Fig. 6 . The shaded region is the time transient response to a slow sine sweep (if the shaded region were magnified, it would be seen as a set of very closely spaced sines of slowly increas ing frequency). The solid black line is the MHB estimate of the respon se with the static offset and four harmo nics . As can be seen, the MHB agrees quite well with the time transient. The results were examined for both increasing and decreasing excitat ion frequencies. For the parameter set specified , no difference was noted.
An important feature of this plot is the generally well-damped response pas sing through the region of the apparen t natura l frequency. The ability of the sim plified bump model with loaddependent friction to pass through a resona nce with finite ampii- It is also interesting to note that the general shape of the response is qualitatively similar to several of the coast-down responses presented in [ 42] . In particular, several of the coast-down responses presented in this reference show a gradual rise in amplitude as speed decreases, followed by a more rapid decrease in amplitude once the rotor passes through the resonance. This matches the general pattern of Fig. 6 . Figure 7 presents the harmonic amplitudes for the MHB solution . As can be seen, the response is primarily synchronou s, with some contribution from higher harmonics when the friction element is active . This important result suggests that replacing the nonline ar model with an equivalent stiffness and damping wou ld provide reasona ble predictions of the overall dynami c behavior (at least for this case).
Parametric Studies
With some level of confidence in the MHB solution, the next step is to exami ne a number of param etric studies to evaluate how the various parameters affect the frequency response. These studies consider response versus freque ncy for:
I . variatio ns in static load, 2. variations in excit ation amplitu de, 3. variations in friction coefficient , and 4. variations in stiffness ratio .
For each case. three plots will be presented. The first is the peak amplitude versus frequenc y. The second is the friction element amplitude response. The third is the synchronou s phase between excitation and response calculated by combining the cosine and sine component s of the response at the excitation frequency into a single comp lex response , then calculating the phase angle of this response. It mental data sets correspond to frequency sweeps with a consta nt excitation amplitude, as opposed to the constant excitation force used for the frequency sweeps presente d below.
Parametric Studies I-Static Load
To evaluate the effect of static load on the model behavior, the total amplitude response versus frequency for four static loads (50, I 00, 200 , and 400 N) with a nominal dynamic excitation (5 N) was computed using the MHB approach. The results are presented in Fig. 8 .
For the case considered. the effective damping decreases as the ratio of static load to dynamic load increa ses, resulting in increased amplitudes while passing through the resonance . The plot of the friction element response amplitudes suggests that the decrease in damping is probably due to the friction element active region occurring over a narrower frequency band for increased load. This is probably due to the increase in break-away force for the higher static loads . The phase angle plots confirm that the response peaks are resonances, with an approxi mately 180 deg change. They also agree with the amplitude results that indicate decreasing damping with increasing static to dynamic load ratio for a constant excitation force . As noted previously, most previous work on bump damping has examined response for a constant excitation amplitude. These works indic ate increasing damping with increasing static load to dynamic excitation amplitude. As
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Overall Response f= (1, 5, 10, 19 ---------.---------.---------.-------- Fig. 9 Excitation amplitude results will be discussed later, the simple bump model does in fact predict this trend when a constant excitation amplitude rather than constant excitation force is conside red.
Parametric Studies 2--Excitation Amplitude
To evaluate the effect of dynamic load on the model behavior. the MHB approach is used to calculate the total amplitude response versus frequency for four dynamic excitations (I, 5, I 0, and 19 N) , with a nominal static load (JOO N). The loads range from fairly small to approximately the largest for which the MHB would maintain convergent behavior without amplitudes large enough to cause lift-off (i.e .. negative displacements) . This was approximately 20% of the applied load in this case over the frequency range considered. The results are presented in Fig. 9 .
As with the static load results, the lowest damping occurs for the largest ratio of static to dynamic load. However, in this case, this response also has the smallest overall amplitude. It is interesting to note that for this combination of parameters , the response peak is flattened. For increasing dynamic loads. the overal l response increases, as does the friction element amplitude, and the frequency range where the frictio n element is active. Considering the slope of the phase response at the 90 deg point, damping generally appears to increase as the ratio of dynamic load to static load decreases. The increased amount of friction element motion also appears to provide a softening effect, as evidenced by the decreasing frequency of the resonance.
Parametric Studies 3-Friction/Coupling Coefficient
To evaluate the effect of the friction/coupling coefficient, four coefficients were considered (0. Interestingly, these results tend to suggest an optimum value of the friction/coupling coefficient with regards to minimizing dynamic response . Over the range considered. the largest and smallest values result in larger predicted response amplitudes than the intermediate values. For this parameter set, the tuned value provides one of the smallest responses. Th is makes some intuitive sense. A very small friction/coup ling coefficient would provide very low energy dissipation, and hence low damping. A large coefficient would result in bump locking , which degenerates the model to an undamped spring. The optimum, however, is probably system dependent. The friction element amplitudes and phase responses all change in order of coefficient magnitude.
Parametric Studies 4-Stiffness Ratio
To evaluate the effect of changing the stiffness parame ters, three ratios (3, 6, and 12) were considered. These range from approximately half to approx imately twice the tuned value. The dynamic excitation was reduced to 5 N to maintain a no-lift-off condition for all three cases . These results are presented in Fig. I I. These results show a pretty strong and consi stent effect of the change in stiffness ratio. with the lowest ratio giving the highest predicted amplitudes . These results tend to suggest that a stiffer connection between the mass and the friction element is better. This conclusion makes sense, as a softer connection reduces the effectivene ss of the friction element. Additionally, as the overall system gets stiffer, the resonant frequency increases as would be expected . 
Equivalent Stiffness and Damping
Two approaches to exam inin g the equiva lent linea rized character istics of the simp lified bump mo del wi ll be prese nted. Th e first is num erica l using the simp le bump-m ass system. At an exc itation frequency well below res onance , a swee p can be made from static load to a dynamic excita tion equ al to the static load (i.e., the larges t that ca n be appli ed without lif t-off). T he synchrono us cosine and sine co mpone nts can aga in be co mbin ed into co mplex numb er, and the rati o of force to comple x stiffness can be computed at each swee p freque ncy. T he mag nitude of the real part of this ratio is the linear equi va lent damp ing. the magnitude of the imag inary part divided by the exc itation frequency is the linear equivalent dampi ng. Th e res ults of this calcu lation for the nomi nal sys tem are show n in Fig. 12 .
A seco nd approac h to the prediction of equivale nt dam pin g is via the work performed by a simpl e bump over a cycle [33] . Using the equ ations for the fo rce ve rsus displaceme nt presented pr evio usly, a close d form equation may be deve loped for the wo rk perfor med. Some car e is necessary , since the average va lue of the res ponse is a fu ncti on of both the static load and the dy namic load. After a co nsider able amount of algebra, the energy-bas ed equivale nt dam ping for co ndition s where the fr iction element is movi no wi thout lift-off can be expresse d as show n in Eq. ( 10) . T his e~u ation was ev alu ated for the nomin al system and is as show n in Fig. 12 . T he uppe r plots show that the simpl e bump model prov ides a stiffness equ al to K 1 unt il the dy namic load is high enough fo r the frictio n eleme nt to beco me active . Once the friction element is active, the equi vale nt stiffness rapidl y approac hes a val ue close r to the series combi natio n of the two sprin gs , as wo uld be expected. Th is sof tening characteristic sugges ts that the be havio r of the simp le bum p model respo nse at reso nance is somewha t more compl ex than a simpl e linea r system in tha t once the am plitudes grow due to reso nant exci tation, the sys tem reso nance rap idly dro ps below the exci tatio n frequency. Th e equ ivale nt dam ping is see n to initiall y increase , rapidl y reac hin g a peak, then decre ase. Also show n on the equi va lent dam ping plot is a refere nce line decreas ing at a rate pro porti onal to l / x fro m the peak eq uivale nt damp ing. As noted previo usly, pur e Coulomb fr iction decreases at a rate proportional to I/ x . This plot shows the simple bum p model provi din g slightly more da mping, which hel ps ex plain the bounded amplitud es near reso nance . Sin ce the simple bump model is a static model (i.e ., displace men ts only). the equivale nt dampin g will dec rease proportio nal to 1/freq uency. In thi s sense, it is similar to a complex stiffness model.
Comparison to Previous Work
Th e clo sest published ex perim ental data to a single bump are in the wo rk by Ku [ 11 ] , wh ich prese nts dynamic coefficie nts fo r 2 .5 and 5 µ.m am plitude, 1 Hz exc itation of a flat six bump strip .
Compari ng the expe rim ental res ult s to the bum p . model ~re_d 1c-tions, the sim ple bump mode l stiff ness and damp mg predictio ns are of the same ord er of magnitud e. Th e ex peri mental res ults support the general tren d of decreas ing dynam ic s_ tiffness for increasing exc itation am pli tude as predicted by the simple_ bu mp model. The experimen tal res ults fo r dam ping are less cons istent , mak mg it difficult to draw conclusions. With only two test amplitudes , it is also difficult to compare the mode l's predi ction of a damping peak.
Two other wo rks [26 ,27] pre sent limited experiment al results for a full bearing asse mbly . The result s in [26] show a general decrease in dire ct stiffne ss and direct dampin g with increa sing dyn amic excitation amplitude . Thi s agrees with the general trend s shown in Figs. 9 and 12 . The experimental results show a gene ral decrea se in direct damping with increa sing excit ation frequency, which agrees with the pre viou s discu ssion .
The results in [27] show a roughly linear increase in direct dampin g wi th increasing static load, which agrees with Eq. (9). The direct damping again generally decre ases with increasing excitation frequency. The results for direct stiffness are somew hat less clear, but do point to a ge ner al increase with applied load. which agrees with the trend s see n in Fig . 8 .
Th e series of works by Salehi et al . [28 ,29] provides cur ve fits that indicate rates of damping decrease of approximately I fxl. 2 and I I fl.3 for partial arc assemblies. These rates are hie: her than both the model predi ctio ns and equivalent Coulomb da~pin g, but do lend some support to the general characteristics predicted by the simple bump model. Thi s work , like mo st of the previous works , also is based on constant amplitud e exc itation rather than constant force excitation as in the parametric studies presented pre viously. The se works generally conclude that dampin g increases as the ratio of static to dynamic load increases. The simple bump model's agreement with thi s general trend is most clear ly show n in the first term of Eq. (IO). For the range of coefficients considered, this is the domin ant term. Thus , for constant excitation amplitude ("x" in Eq. (10)) , the simple bump predict s a rou ghly linear increase in dampin g with static load .
Summary, Conclusions and Future Work
This wo rk ha s pre sented a preliminary evaluation of a simplified model for bump foil damping . The unique feature of thi s model is the explicit inclu sion of a load-dependent friction element. To deve lop the model , bump strip s with multiple bump s, each with two friction interf aces. are simplified to a single bump with a single friction interface. It is argued that this model predicts behavior that closel y resemble s the experimental data ava ilable for bump foil strip s and foil be arings. A number of parametric studie s of the beha vior of this model are presented. Significantl y, they sugges t that there may be an optimum level of friction / displacement coupling in a bump foil system for a given bump configuration.
It is argued that the model more nearly meet s criteria I, 3, and 4 for a "goo d model ," as pre sented in the Introduction, than Coulomb friction . The limit cycle criterion is not examined and is an issue for future work. Howe ver, if it is postulat ed that the root cause of the limit cycles is destabilizing cross-coupled stiffness arising from hydrodynamic effects, it seems likel y that the model wi ll predict a limit cycle. The argument would be that the subsynchronous amplitudes must grow to a point where the friction element become s active , then to a point where the friction element provide s adequate damping to dissip ate the energy from the cro sscoupled force.
Future work to more full y evaluate the usefulness of the model include s careful experimental evaluation of the dynamic characteristic s of a single bump. addressing the limit cycle question, as well as attempting to rigo rously establish the boundedness of the model near resonance. Additional efforts are also required to integrate thi s model into a more comprehensive foil bearing analysis.
The very good agreement between the bump strip data, as well as the qu alitative similarity to foil bearing respon ses, suggest the simple, three parameter model is capturing much of the esse nce of a bump foil's dynamic characteristics. Thu s, inclusion of the load dependence of the bump foil fricti on provides a route to impro ve bump foil dynamic prediction s.
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